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HE HOUSE OF INNOCENCE By Anatole France.

On that day Fra Giovanni had left ' the 
Monastery at early dawn, the hour when the 
irds awake and begin singing. He was on his 
sav to the city, and he thought within him- 
af. “ I am going to the city to beg my bread 
nd to give bread to other beggars; I shall give 
way what I receive, and take back what I have 
iven; for it is good to ask and to receive, for 
he love of God. He who receives is the brother 
if him who gives. We should not consider too 
ariously which of the two brothers we are ; be- 
ause only the gift is nought, but everything is 
n the gracious giving.
« He that receives, if he have gracious charity, 

s the equal of him that gives; but he who sells 
the enemy of him who buys, and the seller con- 

trains the buyer to be his foe. Herein lies the 
out of the curse that poisons cities, as the venom 
f the serpent is in his tail. It need's must be 
hata Lady set her foot on the serpent’s tail, and 
his Lady is Poverty. Already hath she visited 
he King Louis of France, in his tower ; but never 

entered among the Florentines because she 
s chaste, and will not put her foot in a place 
| ill repute. . Now the money-changer's shop 
|an ill place, for it is there Bankers and Changers 
ommit the most hideous of sins. Harlots sin 
| the brothels; but their sin is not so great as is 
hat of the Bankers, and whosoever grows rich 
| banking and money-changing.
" Verily I say unto you. Bankers and Money- 
Changers shall not enter into the Kingdom of 
leaven; nor yet bakers, nor dealers in drugs, 
or such as practice the trade of wool, which is 
he boast of the City of the Lily. Forasmuch as 
hey give a price to gold and make a profit out of 
xchange, they are setting up idols in the face 
|men; and when they declare ‘ Gold has a 
Hue,* they tell a lie. For gold is more vile than 
he dry leaves that flutter and rustle in the 
utumn wind under the terebinths. There is 
gibing precious save the work of men’s hands, 
then God gives it His countenance. ”
And lo! as he was meditating in this wise, Fra 

"iovanni saw that the mountain side was torn 
den, and that men were dragging great stones 

its flank. One of the quarrymen was lying 
I the wayside, with a rag of coarse cloth for 
his covering; his body was disfigured by bitter 

larks of the biting cold and scorching heat, 
he bones of his shoulders and chest showed all 

bare beneath the meagre flesh. Despair 
grim and gaunt from the black caverns 

this eyes.

Fra Giovanni approached him, saying :
Peace be with you.”

But the quarryman made no answer, and did 
PM much as turn his head. So Fra Giovanni, 
inking he had not-heard, repeated:
[ Peace be with you I” Then he repeated the 

words for the third time.
At last the quarryman looked up at him sullenly 

growled: .
shall have no peace till I am dead. Begone, 

lack crow! You wish me peace: that 
Syou are a posing cheat! Go to, and 

ill simpler fools than I! I know very 
ne a quarryman’s lot is an utterly miserable 
nano there is no comfort for his wretchedness, 
hocout stones from dawn to dark, and for 

my toil, all I get is a serap of black 
L ’ —hen when my arms are no longer as 
1st 4$ the stone of the mountain, and my

body is all worn out, I shall perish of hunger.”
" Brother," said the holy man, Giovanni; “ It 

is not just or right that you should hale out so 
much stone, and win so little bread.”

Then the quarryman rose to his feet, and 
pointing:

". Master Monk,” said he, " what see you up 
yonder on the hill ?”

“ Brother, I see the walls of the city.”
‘ And above them ?‘
" Above them I see the roofs of the houses 

which crown the ramparts.”
" And higher still?"
" The tops of the pines, the domes of the 

Churches and the Bell-towers.”
" And higher still?”
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" I see a tower overtopping all the rest, and 
crowned with battlements. It is the Tower of 
the Podesta.”

" Monk, what see you above the battlements 
of the Tower ?"

" I see nothing, brother, above the battle
ments, save the sky.”

" But I," cried the quarryman, • I see a 
hideous giant brandishing a club, and on the club 
is inscribed ‘ OPPRESSION.’ Yea! Oppression 
is lifted up above the citizens' heads on the Great 
Tower of the Magistrates and the City’s Laws.”

Fra Giovanni answered:
" What one man sees, another cannot see, and 

it may be the horrid shape you describe is set on 
the Tower of Podesta yonder, in the city of 
Viterbo; but is there no remedy for the ills you 
endure, my brother? The good St. Francis 
left behind him on this earth so full a fountain of 
consolation, that all men may draw refreshment 
therefrom. ‘‘

Then the quarryman spoke after this fashion:
" Men have said: ‘ This mountain is ours!' 

These men are my masters. I hew stone. They 
enjoy the fruit of my labour.”

a

Fra Giovanni sighed :
" Surely men must be mad to believe they own 
mountain?”
The quarryman replied : =
" No, they are not mad; the Laws of the City 

guarantee them their ownership. The citizens 
pay them for the stones which T have hewn, 
which are marbles of great price.”

Fra Giovanni said:
We must change the laws of the city and 

the habits of the citizens. St. Francis, that 
Angel of God, has given the example and shown 

the way. When he resolved, by God’s command, 
to rebuild the ruined church of St. Damian, he 
did not set out to find the master of the quarry. 
He did not say : * Go out and find me the finest 
marbles, and I will give you gold in exchange? 
For the holy man, who was called the son of 
Bernadone and who was the true son of God, 
knew this : that the man who sells is the enemy 
of the man who buys, and that the art of traffick
ing is more mischievous, if possible, than the art 
of War. Wherefore he did not apply to the 
master-masons, or any of them that gave marble 
and timber and lead in exchange for money. He 
went forth into the Mountain and gathered his 
load of wood and stones, and bore it himself to 
the spot hallowed to the memory of the blessed 
Damian. With his own hands, by help of the 
mason's line, he laid the stones to form the walls; 
and ho made the cement to bind the. stones one 
to another. Finished, it was a lowly circuit of 
roughly-fashioned' stones, the work of a weak- 
ling. But whoso considers it with the eyes of. 
the soul, recognises therein an Angel’s thought. 
For the mortar of this wall was not worked with 
the blood of the unfortunate; this house of St. 
Damian was not raised with the thirty pieces of 
silver paid for the blood of that Just Man, which, 
rejected by Iscariot, go travelling the world ever 
since, passing from hand to hand, to buy up all 
the injustiee and all the cruelty of the earth."

" Alone of all others, this house is founded on 
Innocence, established on Love, based on Charity, 
and alone of all others, it is the House of God.

" I tell you, verily, quarryman and brother, 
the poor man of Jesus Christ, in doing these 
things, gave to the world an example of Justice, 
and one day his foolishness shall shine forth as 
wisdom; for all things in this earth are God’s, 
and we are his Children; it is meet the children 
should share alike in His inheritance. That is, 
each should get what he has need of; and seeing 
grown men do not ask for broth, nor babies for 
wine, the share of each shall not be the same, but 
each shall have the heritage fitting for him.

" And labour shall be a joyful thing when it 
is no longer paid. ‘Tis gold only, the cursed 
gold, that makes the sharing uneven. When 
each man shall go severally to the Mountain for 
his stone, and carry his load to the city on his 
own back, the stone shall weigh light and it shall 
be the stone of cheerfulness. We will build the 
house of joy and gladness, and the new city shall 
rise from the foundations. There shall be neither 
rich nor poor ; but all men will call themselves 
poor men, because they will be glad to bear a 
name that brings them honour.

So spoke the gentle Fra Giovanni, and the 
unhappy quarryman thought to himself:

" This man, clad in a shroud and girt with a 
cord, has proclaimed new tidings. I shall not 
see the end of my miseries, for I am going to die 
of hunger and exhaustion; but I shall die happy, 
for my eyes, before they close, will have beheld 
the dawn of the day of Justice."’
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REVOLUTIONARY ESSAYS By Peter KROPOTK

gii "I

VIII.
It was by making a compact against all 

masters a compact to guarantee liberty to all 
and a certain well-being, that the revolted 
citizens commenced in the twelfth century. It 
will also be by a compact to guarantee food and 
liberty to all, that the Social Revolution should 
begin. Because* all, without any exception, 
seeking how to gain the Revolution, will give 
their first thoughts to providing food, shelter, 
and clothing for the inhabitants of the city or 
the open country; and in this single fact of 
general solidarity, the Revolution will find forces 
which have been wanting in preceding revolutions. 
But for this it is necessary to renounce the errors 
of the old political economy of the bourgeois. 
I- will be necessary to be rid forever of wages

They worked at this with a marvellous unani- 
mity. And if afterwards terrible struggles arose 
in the Convention, it was because the people, 
seeing themselves deceived in their aspirations, 
came with fresh demands which ther leaders did 
not understand, or sought in vain to reconcile 
with the middle class revolution.

The middle classes knew what they wanted : 
they had contemplated it for a long time past. 
For long years they had fostered an ideal of 
government, and when the people protested, they 
caused them to work out the realisations of their 
ideal in conceding several secondary consider- 
tions upon certain points, such as the abolition 
of feudal rights and equality before the law.

under all possible forms, and to regard society 
as a grand total, organised to produce the great- 
est possible result of well-being, with, the 
smallest loss of human strength.
necessary to accustom oneself to

-sonal remuneration of services

It will be 
consider per- 
as an im-

failed in thepossibiltiy, as an attempt which 
past, ‘ as an encumbrance in the 
should continue to exist. And it 
sarv to be rid of the principle of authority, of

will be neces-

theconcentration of functions which are the 
‘essence of the present society, and this not only 
in principle, but even in the smallest application.

Such being the problem, it will be very un- 
fortunate if the revolted workmen have illusions 
as to its simplicity, or if they do not seek forth-
with to take account of the 

' they intend to resolve it.
methods by which

‘‘ upper classes 7 a force, not only
because they possess wealth, but, above all, 
because they have profited by the leisure which
gives them opportunity to instruct themselves in 
the art of governing and to elaborate a science 
which serves to justify domination. They know 
what they want, they know what is necessary to 
maintain their ideal of society, and so long as 
the workman himself does not know what he 
should know and does not understand how to 
gain this knowledge, it is likely that he will 
remain the slave of such as know.

It would certainly be absurd to wish to elabo
rate, in imagination, a society such as would 
result from a revolution. It would be Byzantin- 
ism to wrangle about the means of providing for 
the needs of future society, or to organise certain 
details of public life. The novels which are 
produced concerning the flitlire, are only destined 
to direct ideas somewhat, to demonstrate the 
possibility of a society without masters; to as- 
certain if the ideal can be applied without strik
ing against insurmountable objects.

Fiction remains fiction, but there are always 
certain great principles upon which it is neces- 
sarv to come to agreement before constructing 
anything whatever.

The bourgeois of 1789 knew perfectly well 
how vain it would be to discuss the details of the 
Parliamentary government of ■ which they 

-dreamed; but they dreamed of a government, and 
this government necessarily became representative. 
More than that. it necessarily became very much 
centralised, having for its organs in the pro- 
vinces a hierarchy of functionaries equally with 
quite a series of little governments in the muni- 
cipalities, also elected. They knew perfectly 
well that in their idea of society, private pro
perty would of necessity be beyond discussion, 
and that the so-called liberty of contract would 
ba proclaimed as a fundamental principle of 

: organisation. And, what is more, the better 
disposed of them believed, in fact, that this 
principle would really result in a regeneration 

, of society and become a source of betterment for 
I all.

Without confusing themselves with details, 
the bourgeois had established, long before the 
revolution, the principle lines of the future. 
Can we say as much of the workers?

Unfortunately, no. In all modern Socialism, 
and above all in its moderate section, we see a 
pronounced tendency not to search into the 
principles of society which they desire to re- 
deem from the revolution. This explains it
self. For " Moderates ” to speak of revolution 
is to compromise themselves, and they foresee 
that if they trace for workmen a simple plan of 
reforms, they will lose their most ardent 
partisans. Also they prefer to treat with 
scorn those who speak of a future society or seek 
to define the work of the revolution. This will 
be seen hereafter; they will choose the best men 
and these will do everything for the best! This 
is their reply.

And as for the Anarchists, the fear of seeing 
themselves divided upon questions of future 
society, and of paralysing the revolutionary en- 
thusiasm, operates in a similar way. T hey prefer, 
generally, among workers, to defer to some 
future time, discussions, which they wrongly call 
theoretical, and forget that perhaps in one or 
two years they may be called upon to give their 
advice upon all questions of organisation of 
society, from the working of bakers’ ovens, to 
those of the schools in which the defence of 
territory is considered—and of which they have 
not even the knowledge of the ancient models 
which inspired the bourgeois revolutionists of 
the last century.

We are asked to consider revolution as a great 
holiday in which everything will arrange itself 
for the best. But in reality the day when the 
ancient institutions crash, the day in which all 
that immense machine—which, for good or evil,
supplies all the daily of such great

done in the State Departments. It only n I 
change the phraseology. . And yet nothing 3 
such work, almost mechanical, absorbed all 
strength of the new-comers. .

For us, revolutionists, who understand th J 
the people will have to eat and to sustain the 
children first of all, the task will be an entire, 
different and otherwise difficult one.

Is there enough flour? Will it come to 
bakers’ ovens? And how shall we secure J 
due arrival, of meat and vegetables? Has ever 
one a lodging? Does clothing fail? and so J

This is what will pre-occupy us.
But all this requires immense work— ferociol 

work—thatis the word—for those who have th 
success of - the revolution at heart. “ Other 
have had the fever a week, or six weeks,” sail 
and old Conventioner in his memoirs. " w 
have had it for four years without interruption. 
And it is undermined by this fever, in the mid, 
of hostility and trouble—for there will be the 
also—that the revolutionists will have to work 
He will have to act. But how .sha 
he act if he knows not from long tim 
past what idea shall guide him, what grea 
principles of organisation, according with hi J 
answer to the requirements of the people, i 
vague desires, its undecided will ?

And will they still dare to say there is no nee 
of all this, that everything will arrange itsel 
left alone?. More intelligent than this, th 
bourgeois, already study the means of managin 
the revolution, of juggling it, of turning 
into a direction in which it will miscarry. I

The Revolution will not be a holiday; the 
will be work for the enfranchisement of all 
but in order to accomplish that enfranch iseme 
the revolutionist will have to employ a boldne 
of thought, an energy of action, an eagerne 
for work, of which people have given no pro 
in previous revolutions, but of which the for 
runners began to be delineated in the last day 
of the Commune of Paris and in the first day 
of the Great Strike at the London Docks. ' 1

THE REACTION IN RUSSIA.

• “ Our greatest eri'emies,^ added^deanbotn 
I Saint-Andre, " are not without: we see them;

they are amongst us. They WISH to CARRY 
I REVOLUTIONARY MEASURES FURTHER THAN WE 
I do.”—Quoted^ from " Jacobins,‘‘ Vol. V., 

pp. 624-625, in KrOpptlciiVs " Great Revo- 
lution." '
I In the French Revolution, those who suc- 
I ceeJed in dominating the Revolution and in 

checking its progress, suppressed the Paris Sec- 
tions because they were the instrument of those 
who went further than they did, including those 
who wanted to establish economic equality, and 
the socialisation of land and industry. In 
Russia, now that the Soviet Government has 

| turned from the effort to build towards Com- 
munism, to re-establish Capitalism,it rends those 
of the comrades who helped to make the revolution 
and who are now unwilling to retrace their steps.

I All over Russia there are Communist and 
Anarchist-Communist ’ comrades who refuse 
to accept the " new economic policy " which 
hands Russia over to Capitalism. Therefore all 
over Russia it is reported that members of the 
Communist Party -Workers’ Opposition, Universal- 

List Anarchists, and others who have co-operated 
with the Communists, are in prison not to men- 
tion Social Revolutionaries of the Left and others 
whose views were always further removed from

we are powerless to defend the name and 
honour of Anarchism while we are in prison. 
We have only one means at our command—a 
hunger strike to the death. We are ready to 
resort to it at once; but do not consider such a
step desirous until you informed about
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those of the Bolshevik Party.

.The following letter has recently been 
iceired in this country : it is, unfortunately, 
I of many such :—4
I “ Dear Comrades—In the night • of

numbers—shall cease to act, it will be most 
necessary that the people themselves charge 
themselves with reorganising the broken-down 
machine. It will be different from 1848, when 
the Republican leaders in Paris had " Nothing 

' more to do than issue orders, copies of the old
Republican stereotyped orders, known by heart 
for years—Lamartine and Ledru Rollin work-

What Readers say: — 0
“ I re-read it and again enjoyed it. It is 8 5 

fine piece of work, simply written and quite der 
of pose.”—WM. J. PAUL.
" Best report yet published."—CHARLIE BEFOE: 

: "I like it immensely, and I think it will rapi 
become noted as one of the best travel bookn 
Soviet Russia.’’—HENRIETTE ROLAND Holst, Hol

ing 24 hours with the pen."’
But what say these orders? 

sonorous phrases invented in 
Republican clubs, and they do

They only repeat 
the time of the 

not treat at all of
JUST OUT. NEW EDITI

the essence of the daily life of the nation. Since 
the provisional government of 1848 touched 
neither property, wages, nor exploitation, it 
could very well end with high-sounding phrases: 

. giving orders to do, in a word, what had been

LOOK OUT FOR

GERMINAL
They were the more accommodating as to 

details, as to be firm upon essential principles, 
that they could in one or two years totally re- 
organise France according to their ideal and give . 
her a civil code.(usurpated later by Napoleon), a 
code which was afterwards copied everywhere by 
the European middle classes when they came to 
power.
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lst to 2nd November, the All-Russian Section 1 
of Anarchists Universalists (A.S.A.U.) was 1

E broken up. There were several members of 
■ the A.S.A.U. arrested, the majority of its 
I Secretariate (Askaroff, Shapiro, Simtchin) and 
■ the earlier arrested Barmash and Stytzenke. 
I None of us knew the cause of our arrest; but 
K two weeks later, at the preliminary examina- 
I tion of members of the A.S.A.U.. it became 1 
I dear that this organisation, and particularly < 

the arrested ’members • of the Secretariate, are < 
1 accused of the following: (1) connection with 1 
I bandits; (2) connection with underground or- 
I ganisations; (3) aiding the prisoners escaped ] 
. from Ryerzan; : (4) concealing ordinary

-criminals; (5) closest connection with Makhno 
I bandits and the hiding of Makhnovszy, and

(6) purchase and use of false documents.
" At the preliminary hearing of Comrade

I Stytzenko, the examining magistrate, Tchi- 
| styakoff, declared that the All-Russian Extra- 
| ordinary Commission (Ve-Tche-Ka) accuses us 
I on the basis of evidence of Lev Tchorny and 

Gavrilof (now shot), who are alleged to have 
stated that all their secret conferences took

I place at the Secretariate of the A.S.A.U., and 
that, consequently, it was with the knowledge 

-of. the Secretary. Also on ground of
I evidence of Khaya Altshuler, who is alleged 
I to have said that the Secretariate supplied false 
I documents to those who escaped from Ryazan 
| prison. In addition, also on alleged testimony 
I of Petrograd Anarchists.

All these accusations we denied as false- 
I hoods and calumnies. Comrades, we are 

deeply shocked by all this. We lack words
I 0 express our inclination and mental anguish.

This frame-up case against us is the most 
I monstrous and exceptional in the annals of 
I ussian Anarchism. Comrade Askaroff, as an 
■ old Anarchist of 17 years’ standing in the 

-movement, and we, members of the Seretari-
I ate: declare to you that the Secretariate of the 
I ’S.A.U. had never in all its existence had 

‘Any connection or relations with expropriators,
I "nderground organisations. or Makhnovsht-
I sbina. Never ‘did it aid them either with 
I "inds, documents, or in any other way, nor has 
I sever received anything from them. The 
I cretariate has no knowledge of any meeting 
■ P«oes of expropriators and undergrounders, 
. 4 knew absolutely nothing of their plans, 
| ‘mentions, etc. We affiim this on our 
■ anarchist honour and conscience. We declare 
■ t if such testimony has ever been given by 
I axone, it is absolutely false and calumnious.
I trades, you must understand our position:

everything, as this matter concerns you as 
much as ourselves. Here is involved the 
honour of Anarchism, and that of Lev Tchorny 
as an Anarchist thinker. Should it even be 
true that Lev Tchorny or anyone else testified, 
as claimed by the examining magistrate, 
Tchistyakoff, then it is the basest calumny— 
their names should be pilloried. We demand of 
you, comrades, that you compel the Ve-Tche- 
Ka to produce the proofs. Comrades, we still 
have fresh in our memory the tragedy of 
Ferrer. We do not admit the thought that 
Soviet Russia could follow in the footsteps of 
Jesuit Spain; but the honour of Russian 
Anarchism is at stake. Should this calumny 
triumph, in whatever form, then no Anarchist 
will be safe from a similar fate. Do not 
delay! We will await our fate calmly. If 
you should prove powerless to expose the 
shameful calumny, then nothing is left to us 
but to hunger-strike to death.”

(Signed): Askaroff, Simtchin, Stytzenko. 
^losco’w, Nov. 26, 1921.
Alexander Berkman and Emma Goldman, long 

prominent Anarchists in America, and A. Shapiro, 
well-known in East London, appeal on behalf of 
the Anarchists in Russian prisons, who are 
short of food, and, in the North, attacked by 
" tzinga," a virulent form of scurvy, in which 
the hands and feet swell, and the teeth fall out. 
It is asked that donations to relieve the prisoners 
be sent to Redaction, " Brand ” R.A.P.R., 
Olandsgaten, 48, Stockholm, 4 Sweden.

NATIONAL ECONOMY.
Life in the Hub of Our Empire.

Expenditure on milk and nourishment, and 
medical care of necessitous infants and mothers, 
on housing and all social palliatives of our 
capitalist civilisation is being reduced and will be 
further ‘ reduced,

The following notes from the books of an. East 
London Mother and Infant Clinic, recorded in 
1916, are instructive:—

" Child, deformed legs and has spinal 
bifidia. Mother, no nipples, unable to nurse 
baby; had 13 children. Seven are under 13 
years; six dead. Home miserably poor.”

" Husband invalided out of. Army,, 
physically unfit: was in trenches six weeks at 
Dardanelles without taking his clothes off, was 
removed unconscious; suffers from hernia, un
able to work, been waiting a month for War 
Office to settle case. New born baby, four 
other children living, two dead. Home poor.”

" Father, chronic ill-health, now in sick 
asylum three months, has abscess under arm. 
Income 5s. Sick Insurance, 16s. Poor Law. 
Five children and baby, mother’s health poor.”
." Child born February 20th, wasting; 

weighed 81 lbs. on entering Clinic, Septem- 
ber 13th. Taken into nursery, treated with 
sea water plasma injections. Removed to con- 
valescent home December 18th. Returned 
home in satisfactory health, March.”

" Seventh living child; father, night watch
man, earns 28s., rent 6s. Mother suffering 
from rheumatism.’ ‘

" Father died before birth of child; 11 other 
children. . Mother ill, baby has bronchitis.”

" Child born September 27 th ; October 10th 
father, a labourer, taken to hospital with
broken leg : two operations to leg. 
children.”

" Child born November 2nd. 
Clinic December 8th. Mother ill

Four other

Came to
— with gastric

Husband working short time on very 
low rates, as slipper maker. Home miserably 
poor. Four other children.*’

trouble.

" Child born May 4th, entered Clinic
November 8th, weighing 52 lbs. Taken 
nursery for special feeding, remained 
March 3rd."

" Wife very delicate: seriously ill at 
finement, with bronchitis, and general

into
till

con-
ill-

health. Baby weighs 21 lbs,, exceedingly, 
feeble. Husband in hospital with ulcerated 
leg. Four other living children, six dead. 
Income, 10s. Insurance, 14s, Poor Law. Girl 
earns 5s. Mother’s health remained poor; 
breast-fed baby for three months, afterwards 
breast and bottle; baby remained feeble; 
bronchitis on March 2nd, taken into nursery 
for special care, March 30th. History of 
mother :- a tiny baby every year, varied. with 
four attacks of rheumatic fever of four or five 
months’ duration. Six babies died soon after 
birth. A case of severe chronic poverty, in- 
tensified by father’s ill-health.”

" Child born December; home very poor; 
very few clothes for baby; scarcely any bed 
clothes for family ; five other children, all
needing shoes, 
very feeble."

‘4 Father, 1

Health of mother and baby

labourer; 15 children : eight
living, seven dead. Two youngest, 14 days 
and 14 months respectively. Health of mother 
and child, poor.”

" Delicate mother, had nervous breakdown 
after confinement, became very, ill. Baby born 
November 24th, and five other children : poor 
home. Mother sent to convalescent home.”

" Widow, aged 24; three children; husband 
died of consumption five months before birth 
of youngest. Widow living with her mother 
who has 12 children. Poor Law Guardians 
allow 13s. 6d. a week (pro tern.).

STEPPING BACKWARD.
Mr. Naylor, the compositor M.P., describes 

the programme of the London Labour Party for 
the L.C.C. as " amazing only in its complete- 
ness.” Here it is:-—

Breaking up of the Poor Law :
Abolition of Boards of Guardians, Port of 

London Authority, Metropolitan Water Board, 
and Conservancy Board;

Rating of land values;
Further application of the principle of 

. equalisation of London Rates;
Powers to local authorities to enter remune

rative enterprises;
Building schemes and slum clearances ;
Public ownership of motor omnibuses and 

underground railway’s;
Control of coal, bread, fish, milk and meat 

supplies, public markets, slaughter houses, and 
depots;

Full Trade Union rates to all employees ;
Public medical, dental, nursing, and mid

wifery services.
It will be observed that the London Labour 

Party asks for " control ‘‘ of bread, milk, meat 
supplies, etc. Even the early Fabians, the 
mildest of politicians, demanded the production 
and sale, by public, authority, of bread, milk, 
coal, etc.

The Labour Party still clings to the iniquitous 
old system.

GIVE THIS PAPER TO A FRIEND.
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Briefly states the Marxian Theory of Value, 
and explains contradictory functions of money, 
handicaps of money system, inadequacy of gold 
basis, theory of money tokens, money of account, 
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MANOEUVRING THE NEXT WAR.
Making the New Balance of Power — Will 

Britain Fight For or Against France 
Which Coalition Will the Henderson-Led 
Labour Party Join?

The Hints of Lord Grey.
All the political world is discussing the great 

question at which Lord Grey of the Secret 
' Treaties has hinted obscurely. The great question 

is not whether secret diplomacy shall be carried 
on under cover of conferencs, or by unreported 
conversations between ambassadors and Foreign 
Ministers: it is not whether the Allied Supreme 
Council, or the League of Nations shall figure in 
the newspaper headlines; it is not, even though 
Lord Grey pretended to emphasise it, whether 
the Prime Minister, or someone specially ap- 
pointed, shall represent the nation at interna
tional conferences

THE WORKERS’ DREADNOUGHT.

cause Britain has shut America out of the world’s 
oil fields, and America, smarting under the de
feat caused by the secret manoeuvres of Britain, 
may work with France in opposition to British 
expansion. France, withthe army of Poland, 
an army for which France has paid, is, moreover, 
the greatest military Power in the world. Be
cause France has grown powerful, many of those 
who approved the alliance to check the power of 
Germany, now desire to see an alliance to check 
the power of France.

A Military Alliance With France.
Lloyd George belongs to the school which does 

not wish to see the growth of French pewer: 
he prefers to conciliate defeated Germany, and 
hitherto has refused to agree to France’s proposal 
for a military alliance betwen France and this 
country. The refusal is tantamount to admitting 
that the last war was not the righteous war pre-

The great question at issue is whether or not 
Britain and France shall stand toother in the new 

whetherworld-balance of power groupings; 
Britain and France wil fight together as 
oppose each other as rivals in the next 
war.

War or Revolution?
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Allies, or 
capitalist

upon us

tended, and that 
and Germany all 
told. Mr. Lloyd 
that, however.
balance of power

the Allies were not all white 
black, as the Allied legends 
George does not worry about 
No one who works on the 

theory can possibly maintain

The next capitalist war will come 
swiftly : capitalist expansion is constantly 
accelerated, and in a few years, at most, the 
capitalists of the rival nations will be at each 
other’s throats again, struggling for possession of
the world’s oil resources and for monopoly power 
to exploit China, the near East, Russia, and 

. Africa.
Only a world revolution of the proletariat, that 

will smash the rule of Capitalism for ever and 
establish Communism in its place, can avert the 
coming great capitalist war. All far-seeing 
politicians, even those who cannot reconcile them- 
selves to the prospect of Communism, know 
this. We call the attention of our readers to the 
comments on this question, which we reprint from 
the Liberal organ, the Nation.

The great capitalist war just ended was 
terrible, but not so terrible as the coming war 
which threatens humanity and from which only 
the workers’ Revolution can save the world.

France the Rival.
Before the late war, British capitalists, in 

. the main, regarded Germany as their most 
formidable rival. Therefore the Foreign Office 
diplomatists, who acted according to the wishes 
of British capitalist interests, took steps to, pre
vent the expansion of Germany, and to crush 
her power, whenever a trial of strength should 
arise.

Even before the war there was a school of 
British capitalist politicians which would have 
preferred to conciliate Germany, for a time at 
least.

The war and the Peace Treaties have destroyed 
Germany as a rival in Naval power in the 
merchant marine and as a military and colonial 
power, but the war and the Peace Treaties have 

- raised France into a position of power which 
makes her a formidable rival in some respects. 
France is now the greatest iron Power in the

a consistent attitude on such matters.
Lord Grey, on the other hand, still believes in 

the French Alliance. Lord Lansdowne first 
created the Alliance and Lord Grey cemented it, 
embroidering it with secret bribes • and under
standings which blossomed forth into the Secret 
Treaties during the war. Lord Grey says he does 

. not believe in Secret Treaties till war actually 
arrives: he probably prefers to maintain the 
bargaining and not to give it the finality of 
Treaty form till the guns begin to fire.

Lord Grey is probably desirous of retaining 
French collaboration in the struggle with 
America : Lloyd George pursues another policy: 
both have the same object: the supremacy of 
British Capitalism. Should war break out, they 
will again fight in unison for the triumph of 
British arms.

The prospect of such a war may be nearer than 
most people imagine: undoubtedly there is con
siderable friction between Britain and France, 
and between Britain, France and America. It is 
not for nothing that Briand resigned; it is not 
for nothing that America holds aloof from the 
League of Nations and is doubtful about attend
ance at Genoa.

Will Henderson Support War with 
France?

Lloyd George refuses a general Military Alli
ance with France; Lord Grey, Mr. Asquith, and 
Lord Robert Cecil who announces 1 hat he would 
serve under the Premiership of Lord Grey, sup- 

1 port the French proposal.
Arthur Henderson has declared against the 

French Military Alliance: he also has thereby 
denounced his attitude in the late war.

It is a curious prospect:
! Lloyd George, Henderson, and some Tories 

versus
Grey, Asquith, and some Tories.

’ Some Conservatives are supporting the Lloyd 
George refusal; others, notably the extremists 
who are catered for by the Morning Post, are 
supporting Asquith and Grey Will the General 
Election produce a "Liberal" Government under 
Grey, with a Tory programme and Tory support ?

If there is war with France, shall we again see 
Henderson with the War Party?

The question is idle: Henderson will always be 
found with the War Party, unless the war prove 
to be thoroughly unpopular and the Peace Party 
be exceedingly strong.

world; with her vassal, Poland, she is the 
greatest coal Power. She has also large oil fields' 
in the countries over which she rules. These are 
mainly operated by British companies; but this

PROLETARIAN SCHOOLS. 
By Tom Anderson.

Several correspondents have written to me, 
asking how they should start a Proletarian School, 
and a few want to know the difference between 
a Socialist Sunday School and a Proletarian 
School.

How to Start a Proletarian School.
To each of the correspondents who ask this 

question, let me say:" You are the comrade 
who must take the responsibility. The initial 
work is quite easy.

Would you like to see a School opened? If
so, it can be done, if you say so, and decide so, 
and have the courage to carry out your resol u-

in itself may be a fruitf"1 source of friction, be- tion. Don’t let the stunt word c Democracy »

stand in your way, or any "' Left Brain ” I 
rade put you off the trick. Do not listen 
the suggestions that are made by the U+ ] 
office-seekers. Keep to your resolution to 00 
School, and your School will be opened. ' I

Now to proceed : first find a meeting place w| 
a low rent—an LL.P. Branch, a Co-op. Hal 
a Labour group hall—in a word, any small 
central and. clean. Engage it for your Besgibn 
say, three weeks before your opening day. 
the hour ofmeeting, say 12 noon in Scotland; J 
England I do not know the best hour. For Wa, 
12 noon suits very well. Remember you J 
opening the School; never forget that point; J 
School is your child, and as you would act to J 
child of your family, so should you act towal 
your School.

Your next work is to call on any comrades yo 
you know, who are of an advanced type of mint 
and ask their assistance. Say to them, quit 
frankly, you are opening a Proletarian School J 
a certain date, etc. Put the question straight 
“ Are you willing to assist ?" If the comrade 
"avourable and you think he or she would mal 
a good teacher, ask the comrade to join your stat 
Thus you find a teacher, say, for singing dan 
ing, physical culture, etc. Get a good secret J 
you yourself must be the President. After ya 
have found your teaching staff, be. it large 
small, the teaching staff becomes the governi 
body of the School. Any other Grown-Ups w 
may come are utilised in social work. etc. T 
teaching staff may remain in office for life, if th 
are so disposed. Never mind the Communis 
who may come to your School and raise “ poil 
of order " about the appointing of committee 
etc. Just tell them, in plain language, that t 
teaching staff of the School is the governi 
body. If they have an idea of any value, tell Hr 
to submit it, and the staff will consider it, an 
if good, adopt it. There is no need to ha 
monthly meetings of the Grown-Ups of t 
School; the teaching staff and social workers 
the School should hold an annual meeting to I 
view their year’s work,and plan the work for 
future. This plan works very. well. If any a 
drops out, their place is filled, by the mutt 
consent of the teaching staff.

Your next work is to find the children. | 
you have any money, advertise your School ini 
local press; this is to let the " dead-heads ” kni 
you have started. To get the children, you mi 
call personally on every family you know. I 
you can afford it, a little leaflet (costing 10 
per 1,000) should be printed, giving particuls 
of your teaching staff and the course you intl 
to pursue. Nothing can keep you back;] 
ahead and prosper.

The School Session in Glasgow is September 
April, inclusive. Socials are also held on Ne 
Year’s Day and May Day. Rambles start 
May and continue till the end of August; the 
are held on Sunday, starting at 11.15. Outd 
propaganda meetings are held during the 
months. We have also a Dramatic Class, Physi 
Culture, and Swimming Clubs on Monday 
Wednesdays and Thursdays.

This is a short outline. Start and you gr0) 
not to full manhood in a day, not in many year 
but start, that is the most vital point. If II 
to change my residence to another part ofI 
country, I can assure you that there would bi 
School there.

To you, then, my Fellow Worker: Will you 
a leader ? If so, start.
The Difference Between a Socialist SUND 

School and a PROLETARIAN School., . I

The difference is a fundamental one. A 
is a Utopian craving for super- men and woms 
with spiritual ideas to lead us to the 
Promise—"′ Love and Justice,,” etc. The 
rades carrying on these schools Bite, fall 
Christians who have been matured on bourse 
Christians who have been matured on bourse 
ideology. They believe the workers’ did" 
require to be saved; to be taught to be courted" 
loving, and beautiful; searching for the idea 
human justice. All their ‘hymns, all 
lessons, all their texts and precepts are those, 
slaves appealing to their masters to be, 
Christian, to be more like Jesus, their 
Therefore they are tolerated by the pres? | 
pulpit and the respectable. ■ I

(Continued on page 8.)

COMMUNISM AND ITS TACTICS
-5 As we have seen, the main purpose of the 
“Soviets is to minister to the needs of the people, 
in clothing, housing, education, recreation, 
I transport, and so on. The workers wiho are 

• responsible for these services are linked together 
their Soviets for the purposes of their work.

: The Soviet structure is efficient, because it is 
formed on the lines necessitated by the work;

| also because it gives every worker a responsible 
share in the common effort, and thereby 
. encourages the co-operative impulse. Even 

L under Capitalism the merits of the workshop 
I / council, which is the germ of the Soviet, have 
I been discovered, not only by the workers, but by 
. the capitalist himself. During the war, when 
.the Shop Stewards’ movement flourished, em- 
. ployers actually initiated the formation of shop 
: councils and the election o£ workers’ stewards.
' . The employers did so, not merely to forestall 
. the rebel elements, but rather because, in the 

great stress of war-time and with a tremendousin- 
| flux of new workers, the shop council organisa- 
I tion would minimise the cost of manage- 
I ment, reduce the number of paid supervisors 
.required, and the difficulty of maintaining dis- 
" cipline, and increase the output by producing a 

spirit of willingness amongst the workers who 
were responsive to the patriotic appeals to pro-

| duce more.
′"′Mr. Charles Reynold, of the big engineering 
| firm of that name, recently gave an address on 
r workshop ' committees and the control of 
"industry : he described how the works committee 
“ at his firm holds monthly meetings with the 
| management to discuss wages and conditions of 
f labour, and all questions of management. He 
I declared’ that the confidential financial informa- 
I tion presented to the directors is communicated 
s to theworks committee, and the result is the 
J creation of a sense of responsibility, an under- 
2 standing of the management point of view, and 
I the acceptance of changes with comparatively 
I little friction.
I From the class-war standpoint this informa- 
| tion does not gratify us, and presumably the 
■ scheme is part of some profit-sharing arrangement. 
■ It is nevertheless testimony to the value of the 
“ workshop council from the administrative 
"‘efficiency standpoint, although under Capitalism 
। the shop council has, of course, no real 
Ipower, and only a leading-strings share of 
"responsibility. Reynold’s is but one of many 
‘capitalist firms which are endeavouring, in the 
I interests of efficiency, to secure the co-operation 

of their workers, though capitalist conditions 
; prevent the co-operation from being genuine on 
I either side. The growth of Whitleyism shows 
s that the intelligent British capitalists are be- 
I ginning to understand that men and women only 

give their best when they give of their free will, 
t feeling that they are responsible entities. This 
I truth is too often forgotten by those who once 
"preached it, when they attain to official positions, 
“Whether in Russia, or in Britain.
.The trend of the times supports the view that 
the Soviet Government made a serious blunder 
then it decided (and put into practice its deci- 

bion) that " workers’ control of industry " is 
only a slogan useful for securing the overthrow 
e the capitalist, and must be discarded, once the 
workers have turned out the capitalist, in favour 

management by an individual or committee

effected in this country as those of the war-time 
Shop Stewards' movement. A rank and file 
chorus complaining of the inefficiency, inactivity 
and lack of class solidarity shown by the reaction
ary Trade Union leaders is constantly rising and 
failing. During the Dublin Lock-Out of 1912, 
during the railway strike of 1919 and the coal 
strike of 1921, it swelled with indignation, but 
only the workers organised in the workshop 
committees have taken large-scale action, except 
at the bidding of the Union officials. This is not 
unnatural: until both the individual workers and 
the workers in each individual firm feel that others 
will act with them,they shrink from taking action 
which, if not supported, will lead to their 
victimisation.

To recapitulate: the Soviets, or workers’ 
occupational councils, will form the adminis
trative machinery for supplying the needs 
of the people in Communist society; they will 
also make the revolution by seizing control of 
all the industries and services of the community.

Though in Russia the Revolution was accom
plished by Soviets which sprang up spontane- 
ously in some places and by unorganised mob 
risings, this was only possible, because the go
vernment of Russia had broken down. Capitalism 
was weak and of limited extent, and the entire 
country in a state of chaotic disorder.

Here in Briain the machinery of the Soviets 
must be prepared in advance.' In all the in
dustries and services, revolutionary workers, who 
are habitually at work there and know the ropes, 
must be prepared to seize and maintain control.

The Trad© Unions do not provide this 
machinery : they are not competent, either to 
seize, control, or to administer industry. They 
are not structurally fitted to administer industry, 
because their organisations do not combine all 
the workers in any industry, and they are not 
efficiently co-ordinated. Their branches are 
constructed according to the district in which 
the worker resides, not according to where he 
works.

The Trade Unions are, moreover, opposed to 
revolutionary action: their object is to secure 
palliations of the capitalist system, not to abolish 
it.

British experience has shown that the workers’ 
council system is efficient, both as an engine for 
fighting the employer, and as a means of ad- 
ministrating the industry. Experience has also 
shown that under favourable conditions it can be 
built up with remarkable rapidity.

Experience in those European countries where 
the workers and their organisations have been 
tested in the revolutionary fight, has shown 
that the workers’ council is always the organ of 
the workers’ struggle. The Trade Unions, 
having tried unsucessfully to avert the contest, 
in each case threw the weight of their influence 
on to the side of preserving the established order, 
and opposed every effort of the workers and their 
councils to overpower the employing class.

The evidence given by J. H. Thomas in his 
libel case against the Communist and its officials 
reveals the attitude which he will adopt in the 
event of any struggles for Proletarian power in 
this country. J. H. Thomas must not be regarded 
as an exception: the British Trade Union officials 
will all adopt the same attitude. Some will de
nounce the revolutionary workers on platforms, 
openly proclaiming their allegiance to the Crown, 
the Government and the employing class; others 
will merely hold aloof from the revolutionaries 
and in the Trade Union conferences will vote 
against the Unions joining the revolutionaries in 
the struggle. If they do not advise Trade Union 
members to give actual assistance to the Govern
ment in coercing the revolutionaries, they will 
at least advise their members to assist the cause 
of re-establishing the disturbed capitalist order 
by remaining quietly, at work—the obedient

I appointed by some centralised authority..
A careful and candid survey of the Russian 

18 empt to establish Communism will some day 
more clearly than at present, the pro- 

tor tional weight of the causes which have led to
3 Tailure. That it has failed for the present, 

■ d that only a powerful new impetus can stop 
I$ present -retrogression in Russia we are com- 

to admit.
.Such a candid survey will provide evidence as

enov."ar the Russian failure has. been due to the . . ____ __  ____ ....
list resistance to Communism; how far . servants of the capitalist employer, or of the 

.unreadiness of the population; how far to capitalist Government.
mistakes of the Communists, and especially 

■ mistakes of the Soviet Government.
question of workers* control of industry 

■ y largely in this connection.
fglteved from the standpoint of efficiency as a 

force, it is notorious that never were
t R.8 swiftly,solidly and successfully

This is the part which the Trade Unions and 
their officials have played in every one of the 
many recent proletarian uprisings in other 
countries: this is the part which J. H. Thomas 
and his colleagues will play here. J. H. Thomas
differs only in degree from his colleagues who be- 
long to the Reformist School. The British

By SYLVIA PANKHURST.

Trade Union movement and its officials belong to 
the same school as the Trade Unions and Trade 
Union officials of Europe and America. .

The Trade Unions have too loose and unco- 
ordinated a structure to make the revolution : 
they are ideologically opposed to it: therefore 
they will fight it.‘-

1 he workers councils, co-ordinated industrially 
and nationally along the lines of productionand 
distribution, are the organs which are structurally 
fitted to give the workers greatest power in the 
control of industry. If that power is to be used 
to overthrow the present system, the councils, 
which‘together will form a " One Big Union,” 
of workers’ committees in all industries, should 
be built, from the first, with the object of taking 
control . ..7

In Germany, where the methods necessary 
for waging the proletarian struggle are being 
forged during the struggle, the Revolutionary 
Workers’ Union, the A.A.U., is a fighting force 
which has had to be reckoned with. Its growth 
has been accelerated by the fact that the re- 
actionary Trade Unions have expelled ′ their 
revolutionary members. - t : -din,

(to be continued.) — ’ -*»*-

CLYNES PREPARES TO GOVERN.
J. R. Clynes (ex-half-timer in a cotton mill, 

ex-I.L.P.-er) was invited to address the Imperial 
Commercial Association at Cannon Street Hotel 
the other day. Lord Balfour of Burleigh, Sir 
Lynden Macassey, Lord Ashfield, and the chair- 
men of such institutions as Barclay’s Bank, the 
Anglo-South American Bank, and the London 
and National Corn Trade Associations were 
present to hear him. .. . What a tribute, to his 

, business capacity!
, Clynes said that the Labour Party is often 
blamed for industrial disputes for which it is not 
responsible, and which it tries to compose. The 
Labour Party desires, he insisted, to make in- 
dustrial conflicts impossible, for, he said, they 
involve waste and loss to employers and ’em- 
ployed, and inflict damage on the general public. 
1 he Trade Union Rules, he said, are old-fashioned 
and narrow; they should be “ broadened and 
adapted to present day systems of prod uction and 
business.” 27

The Morning Post is declaiming against the 
Trade Unions, and is leading a movement to place 
Trade Union Ballots under legal restriction and 
supervision. In Germany, the Trade . Union 
leaders are supporting anti-strike legislation. 
Already the agreement between the railway 
directors, the N.U.R., the Engineers’ Associa- 
tion, and the Railway Clerks’ Association places 
the Trade Union ballot under the employers’ 
supervision, and delays and limits the right to 
strike. This tendency is important; it increases 
the shackles of capitalist slavery upon the 
workers; it hastens the day when another and 
more efficient machinery must replace that of 
the Trade Unions.

Clynes continued addressing himself to the 
business men who had assembled to hear him :—

" A great deal'of nonsense is talked abput 
the designs of. Labour upon private. enterprise. 
It is not Labour that has imposed uponit a 
tax of 6s. in the pound, rising in some cases to 
double that amount. Private enterprise has to 
carry a heavy load of rates, payments, and in^ 
terest, and none of these could be worse under 
any condition of Labour authority. Labour 
wtll be as considerate as any other Govern
ment in composing claims as they arise between 
public well-beipg and private.: gain.”’. .:
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AN OUTLINE OF PSYCHOLOGY. 
' Many eulogies of the Plebs new handbook on 
Psychology have been written. The following 
candid criticism of the book, from a worker who 

′ has given some attention to the subject, will 
interest our readers.

Psychology is certainly a subject of which the 
workers have very little knowledge. This is 
largely because the writers on the subject have 
always written in a style far above the average 
workers, also, it has always been written and 
spoken of as a subject requiring a great deal of 
hard study and a superior education to be able 
to understand it, and further, it has always been 
clouded with superstition and mystery, of which 
there is a slight trace in the present book.

The badge of the Plebs League is a question 
mark; I quite agree with this being on the cover 

‘ as I do not think the book is worth two and six- 
pence as compared with .other publications. The 

amount is more than a large number of workers 
can afford, and a good many cannot afford to risk 

. such a sum on a subject which they are doubtful 
of being able to understand. Sixpence is cer- 
tainly a better price, and a book could be issued 
at that price, as a large amount of the matter 
contained in this one could be omitted: for in- 
stance, that on anatomy, and certainly the refer- 
ences to- brutal experiments on animals; also a 
large number of quotations from bourgeois 
writers. To make it easier for the average person, 
easier language could be used, making it un- 
necessary for any reference to dictionaries, as 

. this drives a large number away from study.
This is a matter well worth considering when 
one’s object is to interest those who have been 

. hard at work in factories or such places.

learn of any action or movement the brain makes 
without first receiving a stimulus from outside, 
itself.

Dreaming has been claimed as being an action . 
without stimulus; but this is easily shown to be 
wrong, because you cannot dream of nothing. 
The brain has previously received impressions, . 
and these get mixed up by the activities of the 
faculties, such as dreaming of a green hose with 
white wings. . . -

Before leaving this subject I want to refer to 
" conation," underwhich you quote Bertrand 
Russell, on the 4 4 dog barking at the moon," and 
the“ child running and shouting." There, just 
the information wanted is left out, and you again 
make “ conation " as beyond us. Why?

Bertrand Russell says it is just impulse. Yes, 
but what creates the impulse? Simply the sight 
of the moon, the reaction between the moon and 
the brain of thedog. " Children do not romp and 
shout with pleasure when clown with diphtheria. 
No: it is the energy in them that sets the mental 
faculties, etc., in operation. It does not seem to 
me that just because Russell has not carried it

tration further than even Marx foresaw—to form I 
international syndicates which could exploit on I 
a cosmopolitan basis? Might that not bring | 
peace? So the late Herr Erzberger thought when | 
he proposed that England and Germany should 
crown themselves with olives of endless age by1 
the simple expedient of exchanging shares in each | 
other’s shipping concerns. If we each held a 
third of the other’s shanes in shipping, we 
should have. He argued, a stake in each other’s 
prosperity, and should no longer grudge each 
other’s greatness.

" Mr. Lloyd George’s plan for a Consortium in 
trade with Russia seems to carry on the same 
genial conception. There certainly are poasi- 
bilities in this notion. If one supposes the money 
trusts, the trading corporations, the oil-mergers I 
and the shipping rings, all perfectly internation, 
alised from the start, springing, as it were, ready 
armed from the brain of the Capitalist Zeus, the 
result ight well be peace, though it would be a 
peace of strangulation for the rest of us. But it 
might take a few years before the concentration 
were effected.’’

further we should not. To me there does not 
Is it because it leadsseem to be any mystery.

to crude materialism that this is not investigated

AN ESPERANTO PRIMER.

Lesson XI.
The following seven prefixes must be learnt: 
B0 corresponds to hu-law in English:
Bopitro, father-in-law.

i DE implies separation :
Meti to put, demeti, to put off or take down ; 

g, to bind, deligi, to force apart; malligi would 
mean simply tountie-

I DIS denotes dispersion :
I Peli to push, dispeli, to dispel or Scatter; 
kuri, su run, diskuri, to run in many directions.

I EK denotes suddenness :
Plori, to weep, ekplori, to cry-out; kanti, to 

any, ekkanti,to break into song.
EKS implies, like ex in English, a former

rislate: \ •
I Rego, king* eksrego, late Jung; edzulo, 
i married man, eksedzulo, a divorced man.
I. PRA refers to a bygone period :
I Prabesto, a primeval animal; prapatroj, 

praavoj, ancestors, forefathers.
I RE denotes ‘repetition, as in English:.
| Revidi, to see again; reir!, to go again.

a
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.I : fail to see how any up-to-date work on 
Psychology can be complete without incorporat
ing. Phrenology, and I do not find any reference 
to this side of the subject; this appears to me to 
have been the cause of several doubtful state-

' ments. ■
in tills book the term " associative memory " 

is used: Phrenology teaches us that at present 
. we have 42 known faculties (there may be others), 

each having its own memory. Therefore, at 
present, we know of 42 memories, and instead of 
suggesting, as the book does that the brain is 

. like a telephone exchange, it would be better to 
liken the brain to a set of telephone exchanges; 
for; in attmptlng to analyse the working of one’s 

′ own brain, one gathers that there is more than one 
’ centre of operations. When one is suffering from 

any indisposition, it is not always the whole of 
the brain that is affected; very often only a few 
of the faculties. This is instanced sometimes in 
loss of memory. The case of the Rev. Ansel 
Browne (cited in this book) seems one of loss of 
memory, not of a different personality. Therefore 
he had not a dual personality (which I fail to, 
see can be), but a different expression of the 
same personality, or as the book eaIls it, the 
“ ego." To change this you must be able to 
change human nature.
I remember reading one writer on this subject, 

“ Psychology,” who said that existence of the 
′ mind ′ was too universally accepted to require 
proof. The writer of the " Outline " seems to 
be in the same boat, as he has frequently used 
the word ′ mind " in describing the operations 
of the brain, without giving any proof of the ex- 
istenoa of anything other than matter.

Certainly a vague reference is made to a 
′ vital force,” but if that is an emanation of 
matter, what is the difference?

To me, there seems lurking in the mind of the 
writer a desire to prove that there is something 
in man .that there is not in other animals.

- There is also a reference to the sub-conscious 
mind, and , around this there seems to be 
a desire to prove something beyond our 
comprehension. : I should like to know what 
proof there is that we have a store of "primitive 
inborn tendencies that operate without entering 

> the held of consciousness.”- Before anything be- 
comes subconscious; before it is done mechanic- 
ally, it has to be continuously repeated : even then 
some of these so-called “ sub-conscibus actions ′ ′ 
are thought out before being performed. For 
instance, the engine driver, when at a station, 
gets ready to start, and sets his nerves for action 
immediately he gets the signal. I have yet to

further? ‘ "
In dealing with education, the writer states that 

• success in education is primarily dependent on 
emotion.” Surely this is a mistake; surely 
success in education is primarily dependent upon 
the individual having the mental faculties to 
enable him to assimilate the knowledge pre- 
sented to him? A person having a small faculty 
of calculation will never become a mathematician, 
no matter how much feeling you may arouse. 
Unless the faculties of tune and time are large,. 
no one can be a great musician. Further, you 
suggest that it is woman, and only woman (page 
48), who is attached to the young. This is again 
misleading ; for it is the mental make-up of persons 
of either sex which determines whether they wi l 
be attached to their young or not. Near the end 
of the book, the faculties of acquisitiveness, etc., 
are mentioned, and the remarks on them are 
certainly not as clear as they should be. Ac- 
quisitiveness is not intended by nature for hoard
ing things we do not require: it only does this 
when perverted by anti-social environment. When 
allowed to function normally, it assists the other 
faculties in the acquisition of knowledge, etc.

I am pointing out what appear to me some of 
the failings in the book. It has had plenty of 
praise, which it deserves; but it seems to me 
that it still leaves the necessity of an elementary 
book to put in the hands of the majority.

J. HUMPHREY.

UNEMPLOYED COMPOSITORS. I
Unemployed compositors complain that whilst 

1,200 members of the London Society of Com- 
positors are unemployed, members of the Society 
worked 700,000 hours overtime in 1921.

Increased work was promised by the employers 
if a reduction of wages and lower rates for night 
work were agreed to. The workers accepted the 
proposal,' but unemployment has increased. At 
the February delegate meeting of the L.S.C., a 
resolution will be moved to appoint an Urgency 
Committee of six members of the Trade Execu- 
tive and six of the delegates, to report to a 
Special Delegate Meeting.

One proposal is that no further apprentices 
should be admitted for four years. That move 
on, the part of skilled workers means condemning 
more boys to the position of unskilled labourers 
for life—another evil of this infamous system. I

THE BETRAYAL OF THE 
SOCIALIST INTERNATIONAL.

As Some Liberals See It.
The Nation says:
" But in the main the Socialist International 

was smashed, not by the extremism of the Bol- 
sheviks, but by the compromises of the patriotic 
majorities. It was, indeed, their infidelity which 
created Bolshevism. There was a time when 
Labour everywhere, and on both sides of the 
trenches, had real power. It was a scarce com
modity. It could make its own terms. It had 
to be flattered and humoured. Even the Kaiser« 
had to make soothing speeches to the workmen at 
Krupp’s. But in every country Labour bar- 
gained seriously only for wages and hours, or 
food. Its leaders were placated with honours, 
and its organisers exempted, like other sheep- 
dogs (notably journalists and the. clergy), from 
conscription. It salved its conscience by talking 
of Stockholm and drafting sketches of a demo-

The New York Freeman says:—
• Now suppose the Genoa Conference, 

which is to be held in March, throws Russit 
and Germany into one another’s arms with s 
general benediction all round, these tw 
countries will unite on a basis of commercial 
intercourse which amounts to straight barter 
for no other basis could very well be established. 
This would create a free-trade area in Europe 
and Asia- that would rapidly grow powerfi 
and prosperous, and nothing on earth would 
enable the Imperialist combination represent^ 
by the Four-Power Treaty to withstand the 
economic competition of that free-trade area 
Not only in China, but in India as well, then 

would arise an ‘ Eastern Question ’ Qin dead 
earnest, and the Four-Power Alliance, even 
its members played fair amongst themselves 
would find it insoluble.”
We do not think the Allied politicians 

willingly " throw Russia and Germany into ° 
another’s arms,” as the Freeman puts it. “ 
the contrary, they have taken, and will probs." 
still take, a good deal of trouble to keep 
and Germany apart; but the force of eircuj 
tances is constantly drawing Russia and German 
together. Agricultural Russia and indiil" 
Germany, lying side by side, are natura" 
driven to get what they need from each 0 1

VOCABULARY.

Akiri, to acquire.
Aldoni, io give, grant.
Aplaudi. to applaud.
Defini, to define.
Eksisti, to exist.
Selekti, to select.y 
Enpenetri, to penetrate. 
Escepti, to except.

Apenau, hardly, 
Ec, even.
Europa, Europe. - 
Fakto, fact: 
Felica, happy.
Germana, German, 
Gramatiko, grammar. 
Hino, Chinese.

Fidi, to have confidence. Kelkaj, some, or few. 
Kondico, condition.Helpi, to help.

I Honori, to honour:
IKauzi, to cause.
I Konstati, to realize. 

Memori, to-remember.
IMiri, to admire.
INecesi, to need.

Peni, to trouble.
"Postuli, tq require. 

Povi, to be abje. 
Pravi, to justify. 
Provi, to test, prove.

IRipeti, to repeat? 
Resti, to remain. 
Resulti, to result.

Tiri, to draw.
Turni, to apply, turn.

(Uzi, to use.
Voli, to will.
Zorgi, to take care. 
Angla, English,

Latina, Latip.
Letero, letter.

Mos to, Highness, Lord
ship. 
Malta, 
Nacio, 
Nomo,

many, 
nation.
name.

Nuanco, shade. 
Ofico, office. 
Okcidenta, Western. 
Per, through.
Por, in order to. 
Pro, on account of. 
Radica, Radical. 
Regula, regular. 
Sekve, therefore, 
Senco, sense: 
Sufikso, suffix.
Ya, indeed,.

cratic peace. But these were, never its real
terms. It was satisfied with wages. With the
Armistice its power to bargain waned. . . •

" If a really believing Socialist International 
is ever created, more comprehensive than the 
Third, it will assuredly aim at peace through 
revolution, and assuredly it will bring a sword. 
There may yet be another possibility. Capital- 
ism made and makes for war while it struggles 
on a national basis for exclusive privileges for 
concessions for ′ places in the sun.’ But how 
if it were to carry the Marxian process of concen-

" Dreadnought " Development Fund.
« At Home,” Leytonstone Collectio 

£1 2s. 8d.; A. Carford, £1 ; A. Marsh, " 
M. E. Marsh, Is.; Sylvia Pankhurst (from 7 
of table), £2. Total, £4 8s. 8d.

THE AXE TO THE ROOT
By JAMES Connolly.

New Edition, So.

From « The Dreadnought " BooxsBO"

Comment.
Observe the compound . words : eltirataj, 

drawn out, kunmeti, to put together, multe- 
nombrajn, mime 1 ous, eblajn (t lie suffix EBL made 
an adjective), capable, k.t.p. (kaj tiel plu), and 
so on, suprediritaj, above mentioned, ol kiu ajn, 
than any, senfine, endlessly,. librotenisto, book- 
keeper, for-esto, the being away, absence.

End of Part I.

RECEIVED FOR REVIEW.
Eight Sextillion Pounds for a P.enny.

CAPITAL AND LABOUR. Their Duties and
Responsibilities. By Walter Jones, J.P. 
P. S. King & Sons, Great Smith Street.

The author says his object is to condense as 
much useful and profitable information as pos
sible into the minimum of space. This is one of 
the ways Tie fills up his pages:—

"′ Efficiency—-personal — every individual • 
should be taught to do his or her best.

′ ′ Efficiency-—combined—-as in work, army, 
navy, fire brigade, etc. . . .‘‘—and so on. 
The book reminds one of a newspaper, or a 

scrap-book: it is full of odds and ends of in- 
formation and quotations.

The Efficiency Magazine and A. M. Thompson 
in the .Weekly Dispatch are the oracles most 
frequently quoted. Amongst the jumble, how- 
ever, we find a few most striking items; for in-
stance

ago 
not

If Judas Iscariot had started 1,900 years 
and put aside £10 per week, he would 
have been a millionaire to-day : 
52 weeks ... 10 ... 1 ,900 ... £988,000.
If, instead of earning, he had invested one

penny at 5 per cent, compound interest, it 
would, during the same period, have accumu
lated to eight sextilions of pounds, approxi-

' mately :
£8, 000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000

"" Incredible as it may appear, it would re
quire 3,000,000,000,000 globes of solid gold, 
the size of this earth, to pay him in cash.” 
Mr. Jones also shows what a £ sterling may 

produce at various rates of compound interest, 
thus.£1 sterlinginvested at the following rates
of interest would become in 100 
mately :—

years, approxi-

1 per cent.
2 j, „
3 , ,,
4 „ o

£
2.7
7

19
50

Exercise.
I PAROLADO. Via Mos to kaj Gesinjoroj ! 

Hodiau post multaj provoj, ling voi eksistas plenu- 
manta mirin de la kondicojn necesajn, pro facila 
uzado, de nun pravigataj per nombraj faktoj I

I Esperanto astas nomo de la lingvo. Tiu 
liernado postulas apenau kelkajn horojn, por kon- 

la mirindan facilecon de la lingvo! 
Aplaudoj ripetataj.) La facila akiro rezultas el 

la simpleco de la gramatico kaj ankau el la mal- 
multeco de la radikoi eltiritaj de Europa j lingvoj, 
kaj sekve senpene memoreblaj.

I Aldonu kelkajn sufiksojn kies la. senco estas 
definita, kaj vi povos. lau reguloj simplaj, 

kunmeti multenombrajn vortojn eblajn esprimi 
" nuancojn de la penso. Vere estas ke la lingvo 
Eperanto estas pli facile akirebla por la nacioj 
atinaj, Anglaj, Germanaj, k.t.p. o! por la 

Tnoj, Japanoj , , . pro la elekto okcidenta 
ide la radikoj ; tamen Esperanto, pro la ecog 
suprediritaj, ec por kiu ajn landano estas multe 

facile akirebla ol kiu ajn mortinta aii vivanta 
lgro, kies la gramatiko estas senfine plena je 

esceptoj, kaj ankau tro granda la nombro de 
(radikoj.
I LETERO. Estimata Sinjoro,
I LA junulo John Brown, kiu diras ke it nun 

en via servo, turnis sin al mi por la ofico de 
"Pa librotenisto j mi do estos felica sevi volos 
nninformi &u vi konsideras lin kapabla zorgadi 

xalkul-libro dum la tempa for sto de la 
saTSenisto; kaj ankau &u li estas honesta kaj

Tre sincere via,
. ' F. Smith.

8
10

18
24

339
2,200

13,780 
y 88,522 
1,174,302

15,424,106 
2,198,720,200

This also is interesting :—
"" Purchasing power of £1 sterling (approx.) 

January 29th, 1920:—

‘‘ In Great Britain

In

France
Germany 
Italy ...

£
0
0.

s. 
'•8 6

Mr. Jones wishes to have interest limi

18
5 

ted

0
8

2 per cent, and to have only, one tax, and that 
upon income. He desires it graduated from 2 
per cent, on earned incomes of from £50 to £100 
up to 26 per cent, on incomes over £100.000. 
He would double the tax on unearned income. 
He also wishes to make the lightning strike il- 
legal.

We thought this book must be the first at
tempt at authorship by Mr. Jones, but the end 
papers show that he has already offended before.

OUR NEXT STEP—EDUCATION. Issued by 
the Amalgamated Union of Building Trade 
Workers, and prepared by the Plebs League.

’ The object is worthy, but those responsible for 
the issue have not broken away from Parlia- 
mentary polities. Though, doubtless, they desire 
the overthrow of Capitalism, they appear un- 
prepared to say so plainly. They publish a 
cartoon showing Capital saying to Labour : " You 
want too much,” and Labour replying, not

Herbert - Stead,
OF 

M.A.

" We are going to abolish you," but " You 
take tdo\ much.,i

This sentence occurs :—
" Each side is struggling to keep, or to 

increase, its own share of industry, either in 
the form of profits or wages. One or other of 
everyman must have, in order to live. . And 
the point at issue, directly or indirectly, in 
every strike is—what the share of each is to 
be.”
In our opinion, everyone who desires to smash 

Capitalism should plainly say so. The Capital- 
saving work of Henderson, Clynes, Thomas, and 
other mis-leaders, must be countered. There 
should be no more sitting upon the fence on this 
question : no more pandering to ignorant pre- 
judices regarding it. : "ii

THE WAY OUT. or the Road to the New 
World. By Wilfred Wei lock. Labour 
Publishing Company, Is.

The author of this book is thinking and trying 
to discard prejudice in doing so : that is always 
something. Because he is thinking, his book will 
cause others to think, though it is neither 
learned nor scientific, and strikes one rather as 
the work of an onlooker than of one who has 
taken a hand in the rough and tumble work of the 
movement* An onlooker with a comparatively 
fresh eye, however, may often see things of 
value which have been unperceived by others. 
We sympathise with the author’s desire for “ a 
good, healthy fight."’ We regret that he flinches 
from definiteness, saying; “ It would be pre
sumptuous to do more than suggest general lines 
of procedure.” No one should write a book on 
" The Way Out," who is not prepared to be 
presumptuous , and to risk being abused for it. 
We recommend the author to give. a serious 
study to the works of the great writers on 
Socialism, Communism and Anarchy. We hope, 
also, that he will endeavour to write a really 
fearless book on his ideas as to non-co-operation 
with Capitalism: we urge him to believe that 
no one ought to be afraid to develop a bold and 
fine idea, because the task is difficult.

THE PROLETARIAN GOSPEL
GALILEE.
Labour Publishing Company, 2s. . :

A plea that Jesus Christ: ‘‘ Stood for the
elimination of the bourgeoisie as a social caste,” 
and for “ the sway of the proletariat.’ ;

The writer presents no historical or other 
evidence for his conclusion. His energy and 
that of the publishers might easily have been 
better employed in our opinion, though, doubt- 
less, there is a school of persons who will like 
his book.

THE TEACHERS’ CAMPAIGN.
The National Union of Women Teachers is in- 

augu rating a campaign to oppose the curtailment 
of educational opportunities for the workers’ 
children, which is now contemplated by the Go- 
vernment on the score of national economy.

The teachers are right in urging that such 
economies are base extravagance.
Ldt us, however, remind the teachers that 

when you want a thing done, it is wise to take 
the initiative. Beside taking action to keep up 
their own wage standards and to keep down the 
size of classes, teachers should prepare themselves 
to give a better education to the children under 
their care. This they can do by studying on 
their own account such books as those advertised 
on our back page.

Send a copy of this week’s Dreadnought, 
marking this recommendation, to your teacher 
friends.

TOLSTOI FOR THE YOUNG.
Translated by R. S. TOWNSEND.With Six 

Coloured Plates, 2s. 6d.

From WORKERS' DREADNOUGHT OFFICE, 
152, Fleet Street. E.C. 4. ...
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THE CONFESSIONS OF MRS. SNOWDEN.
Mrs. Snowden, who under the guidance of a kindly old Quaker lady, left the elementary 

school teacher’s desk to become the wife of a Labour M.P., and qualified as a speaker on the 
Socialist platform, has just told us, Fellow Worker, that Socialism is not a complete solution 
for unemployment. , , , i
. Some people may still think it is, she says; indeed, she candidly admits that she used to think 
so; but now she knows better. Under the able tuition of her present aristocratic associatesshe 
has learnt that it is not so.— ■ — ... ""

of - Sire recanted her old Socialist faith, Fellow Worker, in most distinguished company: Lady 
Waldorf Astor preceded her as a speaker; Lady Galway followed her. The Morning Poit 
declares that Mrs. Snowden “ made a remarkable confession!”

** " 1 ′--- 1-“== * more) announced also another. That is not all : Mr Snowden (Comrade Snowden no
.striking discovery: she has re-discovered domestic service. 
,-" slavey ‘ to a Lady is a charming occupation for our girls, 
training our girls to wait upon the upper classes.

She has discovered that to be the 
She desires more opportunities of

... She told the audience at the Morley Hall, Hanover Square, that she is " prepared to have 
howls of indignation yelled at " her for this new faith of hers. No yells of indignation came 
from the polite ladies she was addressing, dear comrade; she need not expect them from Mr. 
and Mrs. Fat; and if they come from you and I, Fellow Worker, ex-Comrade Snowden will bear
our censure with heroism. . , ,

* - It is fitting that she should couple her recantation of Socialism with her declaration upon the 
servant question. It marts her belief in class distinctions, the privileges of the richer, and the 
-enslavement of the many to the possessing few. ■

w i Some-prick of conscience doubtless caused her to declare that not the least lacerating of 
"the confidences » she receives “ are from mothers of very young families being literally driven to 
adleath, because they cannot get help in their homes." Those mothers Mrs. Snowden mentions ir s 
"not mothers of the working-class, the really overburdened working class, Fellow Worker. They 
sure of the employing classes. (The poorer employing classes, doubtless, who can afford to live 
win houses that are more easily kept clean than the workers’ dwelling, and can buy more 
-labour-saving appliances than can the working-class woman, but who cannot and do not pay 
"enough to induce the working girl to work for them.)
■" Mrs. Snowden; who used to say she was a Socialist, does not think of co-operative house- 

' keeping when she hears those “ lacerating stories " of over-burdened mothers. Under the 
-influence of her titled associates, her conventional brain only thinks of making a " slavey ” of 
"some working mother’s daughter.

-- Mis. Snowden of the Society platform has forgotten that the girl who elects to do a share 
- of housework, would prefer to do it in her own home, or in that of a relative. She has forgotten 
-the injustice that forces the working girl to leave her own overburdened mother and become the

slave of the idle well-to-do. , .
: Mrs. Snowden has, like so many Trade Union leaders, apparently forgotten that she herself

-springs from the class which produces domestic servants. She explained to the audience of 
— --- . .. " _ -----r the real objections.Indies ibat she had “ taken some trouble to discover

- A little introspective thinking would have taught 
it whatsoever.

- Mrs. Snowden observed that public opinion 
to be found in the work they do, but in the way 

Of course, there were cheers at that, and as
* If you saw the way she leaves those corners!”

her

must 
they

those objections

say ′ the disgrace 
do it.”

i

to domestic service.’ 
without any trouble

of the workers is not

the ladies clapped, they whispered together: 
‘ If you only saw her brasses! !‘‘

The Searchlight.
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Aldred) ......... .............. ................. .
Communism and Religion, Part I. {Guy A. 

A llred) ... ....................... ..... .... ... .
The Extinction of Mankind (Sir Walter 

Strickland) ......................................
Family Limitation {Margaret Sanger) ......  
Useful Work and Useless Toil (W. Morris).. 
Monopoly {W. Morris) ...................... .........
The Logic of the Machine (W. F. Hay) ...

7/6 
9d. 
7/6 
6/- 
6/- 
3/6

8d.

2/6 
6d.

6d.

6d.
2/6

3d.

V-
V- 
8d.

Id. 
Id.

6d.

3d.

2d. 
V- 
2d. 
2d. 
4d.

Through Dictatorship to Democracy {Klara
The Miners’ Conflict with the Mineownerg " ;

(John Thomas, B.A.) .................. .......... . 84 |
Communism and -the Family {Alexandra

Kollontay) ...............     44
Finance and Foreign Exchange (A. Wai§hi) . -64.

A large Stock of Russian Literature.
Soviet Russia as I Saw it {Sylvia Pank

hurst) • ...... -... ....... ........ .............
Russia Before and After the Revolution 

(8. Carlyle Potter^ .........................
The Defence of Terrorism : A Reply to 

Karl Kautsky {L. Trotsky) ..... ...
The Russian Workers’ Republic (H. N.

Bra ilsford) .............  ..------------,....
Red Europe {Frank Anstey) ......................
Constitution of the Red International and

Labour Unions ....:....:............ .
The Russian Republic {Col.\MaIone, M.P.) 

I net.
The " Beds ” in Congress {J. T. Murphy) 
Russia in 1921 (Tom Mann) ........’.'.....,:...; 64.
The International Labour Movement, Vol. 2. 94; ,
Manifesto toDelegates of the . XXXVI.

Indian National Congress

2/6 
d

3/6:

6/- 
8/3

2d.

2/6 i 
3d.

2d.
Novels, Poetry, etc., with a Communist Tendenev 

Cloth Covers.
Dreams (Olive Schreiner'} ..... -- ;---------......′ 3."
Looking Backward {Edward Bellamy) ...... 3/-

stiff boards 3/8
Looking Beyond. A Sequel to. " Looking 

Backward" {L^ A. Geitsler)
The Spy {Upton Sinclair) ..................... .
Sylvia's Marriage (Upton Sinclair) ............  
The Crime of Sylvestre Bonnard (Anatole

France) .............. ....... ..... .... ..................
The Red Lily (Anatole France) ....... .
Penguin Island (Anatole France) ... ...........  
Thais (Anatols France) ......... .......... ............  
Monsieur Bergeret in Paris (Anatole France) 
The Human Tragedy (Anatole France) ...... 
Jack London's Novels, 2/- each.
Papa's War (Edward Garnett) ................ .
News from Nowhere (William Morris) ......  
The Ragged Trousered . Philanthropists 

(Richard Tresa ll) ...... ....... . ..... ...
Paper Covers.

Twenty-six Men and a Girl (Maxim Gorki) 
The Kiss and other Stories (Anton -.Chekov), 
Our Grandfather {Viteslav Halak)...........,

3’/-
3/6

2/-

2-: 
.7/6

3/-
3/6:

1/- 
9d.r

Reduced Rates are offered to customers taking 
over a hundred copies of thefollowing pamphlets

Name or Title Price Price Price

The Finnish Revolution ..........
The Truth About Russia 

{Ransome) .................
Programme of the Russian Com- 

munist Party .................
The Hungarian Revolution 

(Schmidt) ..... ........ .... .
The Communist Party and

Each.
3d.

4d.

2d.

•d.

Industrial Unionism(Zinoviev)2d.
Ireland (Gorter) .........----------- 
Facts About Communist Hun

gary {Alice Rigat Hunt)
Capitalism and the Counter-Re- 

volution {J. T. Walton 
Newbold ..... ...............

Red Russia (Reed) ...................
Appeal to the Young (James 

Stewart) .............. ......
Bourgeois Democracy (Lenin)

id.

4d.

3d.
6d.

2d.
2d.

Dor. par-100.
. 2/6

8/-
1/6

• 1/6 
9d.

2/6

1/6
1/6

10-
12]

2/-
4
4)

uh

87
16/-

8/

PROLETARIAN Schools—Continued from page 4.
The Proletarian School is taught by men and 

women who accept the " Materialist Conception 
of History.” Courage, education, resolution. 2 
looking-forward) to the day on which we shall b 
able to test our strength against our oppressors

Slaves everywhere we look! Slaves, brande 
mentally, morally, and physically. Slaves 
beasts, and as such they must be taught courag 
to break their chains; for the Slaves must fro 
themselves.

Need 1 add more? The man or woman wh 
does not see the terrible class-struggle going on a 
society to-day is a hopeless, helpless imbecile. J

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SMALL ADVEBTISEMKNTS—Id. a Word.

YOUNG WIDOW seeks position as housekeeper 
Apply Box 10, Workers* Dreadnoug^ 

office.________ ___________ :_ -
EXPERIENCED TYPIST requires positiot 

Apply Box 50. Workers* Dreadnought
FURNISHED OR UNFURNISHED R001 

wanted. Apply Box 100, Workers1 Dreal 
nought office. •′

ESPERANTO TEACHER wanted. Appl 
Box 20, Workers* Dreadnought/Q^^-^-^

Published by E. Sylvia Pankhurst at 152, I 
Street, London, E.C. 4, and printed by 
at 10, Win Office Court, Floot Street,"’

Advertise your Wants in the “ Dreainouijtft,’’ Dial toifh our Ad vertisers and mention the Paper.


